
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of strategy & marketing. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for strategy & marketing

Establish a data sync between Silverpop, Salesforce, PSAC, Extreme Reach
and Tableau to combine data from different sources and gain a holistic view
of each campaign
Work with partners at IBM, Smartsheet and Tableau to beta test and
formulate new dashboards and widgets designed to track campaign
performance data
Customize the Performance Insights Tool to capture critical metrics and
insights relating to the Ad Council campaigns and build dashboards to
provide to the CM teams on email performance
Use a combination of Performance Insights and Tableau metrics to build
journeys through Programs, IBM's journey designer tool, and engage each
contact with personalized messaging
Analyze correlations and trends in the data to forecast results, retarget
markets and organizations, and customize outreach to Media partners
Update and maintain Smartsheet as a project management tool that
eliminates data silos between different departments and contains the latest
information on each campaign
This position is responsible for high level administrative support for the
respective executive and department
Frequently prepares and creates complex presentations taking advantage of
appropriate software programs and available audio and video equipment
Ensures presentation is appropriate to meet the needs of the subject matter,
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Frequently schedules meetings for multiple personnel and off-site meetings,
Negotiates with site to ensure all needs are met

Qualifications for strategy & marketing

Plan and administer the Marketing budget for global aftermarket and support
development of regional marketing budgets
Minimum of 5 years of progressive marketing, sales, or related experience in
a similar field
Must be able to collaborate and influence in a matrix environment to
effectively balance Regional and functional priorities for win-win results
Ability to collaborate and work internationally is required
Experience in direct response marketing
10 + years’ experience in marketing planning and execution


